Miniguide Settings Quick Reference

To change settings, turn on aid and hold button:

# Pulses/Beeps | Settings
---|---
1 . . | 4 metre
2 . . | 2 metre
3 . . | 1 metre
4 . . | Half metre
5 . . | 8 metre

Advanced Settings

6 . . | 1 preset, default
7 . . | 2 presets
8 . . | 3 presets
9 . . | Chirp audio, default
10 . . | Sweep audio
11 . . | Vibration on when earplug in, default
12 . . | Vibration off when earplug in
13 . . | Disables remote switch, default
14 . . | Enables remote switch
15 . . | 4 metre gap finding
16 . . | 2 metre gap finding
17 . . | 1 metre gap finding
20 . . | Lock present settings
Enabling Advanced Settings

With the aid off, press and hold the button down for about 30 seconds (until the aid gives a final pulse/beep). Advanced settings will remain enabled until the aid is reset.

Unlocking aid

Same method as for enabling advanced settings. Alternatively reset the aid.

Resetting aid (to default settings)

Reverse battery until aid vibrates, then replace battery correctly. Alternatively, remove battery for two minutes.

Note:
- Only certain types of earphone plugs can be used when the remote switch option is enabled.
- Modes 15, 16 and 17 can only be selected as the second or third preset.

More detailed instructions for the Miniguide are available on the internet (at www.gdp-research.com.au) in large-print format (for printing), html format (so it can be used with screen readers) and in MP3 format (so it can be used with IPODs etc.)